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When we play in a matchpoint event we hope to finish above average and scratch.  Maybe we 
do; maybe we don’t.  But - what if there was a second way to earn masterpoins?  No extra 
charge, no extra hands, no additional effort in any way - just a second way to compare our 
results to see if we can win anything.  What is wrong with that? 
 
This is what a pair/team game is all about.  You can earn masterpoints the usual way by 
finishing in the top 1/3 of the field or your strata.  You can also earn masterpoints if your team 
finishes in the top 1/3 of the field or your strata.  Two shots at some success for the price and 
effort of one! 
 
I ask people who say they do not like the event to tell me why.  No one has EVER given me an 
answer that makes any sense.  Here are some common remarks: 
 
It pays too many masterpoints.  So what?  We hear this complaint about a lot of events, like 
KO’s, but still the people flock to play in them.  I do not see how giving out .40 or so for a 
section place can hurt.  A little taste of the MP apple usually excites people about coming back 
and playing in an event.  That is what we are after; more players in our game.  Also, the winners 
of the masterpoints do not complain about getting too many!   
 
I want to play with my own team.  Some tournaments allow you to bring your own team, but 
even if they do not, it is a chance to get to know a pair within your strata and have a shot at 
some success with them.  You are still playing with the partner of your choosing in the pair 
event – the team aspect is just an extra way of winning something.  It is not necessarily the 
main event.  My favorite set up is where a flight C pair can bring any other pair in any flight to 
be their teammates, but then flight B pairs get flight A teammates (and vice versa).  That 
creates the most competitive event for the most teams. Second best is where teams are paired 
up within their flight. 
 
It is not the way it used to be.  Hey, other than Aces still beating Kings, NOTHING is the way it 
used to be. Stratification, KO’s, start times of events, pre-duplicated hands, electronic scoring 
machines, bidding boxes – it all is evolving and will continue to do so.  In order for bridge to 
maintain popularity now and in the future, we must look for ways to keep the customers 
satisfied.  Pair/team games work – newer players LOVE the game and make plans to return to 
the tournaments (mainly sectionals) featuring this event.  
 
 
 

 


